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the Swansea witness statements reveals details which complicate and nuance our understanding of medieval selfhood, including the use of what will be referred to as 'proxies' to enable individuals such as Lady Mary de Briouze to circumvent spatial constraints and to enlarge their spheres of agency. It is rare to be able to reconstruct and analyse in detail the itineraries of such a socially diverse range of individuals within the same geographical space. 7 The nine Swansea witness statements are suggestive of a medieval urban landscape in which spaces carried distinctive (and often malleable) meanings for different communities and individuals, borders and boundaries were inscribed both visibly and invisibly throughout the town, and inhabitants were adept at shaping the ways in which they were perceived by others through their own spatial practices.
Nine witness itineraries

Lady Mary de Briouze
According to her own deposition, Lady Mary de Briouze remains in her chamber at the castle (Swansea's New Castle, constructed c.1284-90) during all the events of Cragh's hanging and resuscitation. 8 She later goes on pilgrimage to Thomas Cantilupe's shrine at Hereford Cathedral with her husband Lord William de Briouze senior and Cragh.
William de Briouze junior
William junior, stepson of Lady Mary and son of the Lord William who orders Cragh's hanging, watches the hanging from the hall of Swansea Castle. After the hanging, William makes two journeys to the house of the burgess, Thomas Mathews, walking north through the castle bailey, northwards up the High Street and out of the North Gate, then along the Upper High Street to the house of Thomas Mathews, located near St John's Chapel. Here he sees Cragh, apparently dead, and later after he has begun to recover.
William of Codineston
The de Briouze family chaplain, William of Codineston, remains in or near the castle during all the events of Cragh's hanging, possibly leaving the castle and going along West Gate Street, as far as the West Gate (but not beyond) when Cragh is led to the gallows.
William Cragh (William ap Rhys)
Cragh, the hanged man himself, is held in the dungeon of Swansea Castle before his execution. He is then led out of the castle bailey, along West Gate Street and out through the town's West Gate. From here he is probably taken west on the path which follows the course of Washing Lake Brook, and then meets Gallows Road, where it climbs steeply up the hill. After the hanging on 7 Paul Strohm has reconstructed three routes through fourteenth-century London in 'Three London Itineraries', in Theory and the Premodern Text (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 2000), 3-19, but these are not an original medieval grouping and do not present the same potential for social comparisons as the Swansea evidence. 8 All subsequent references to Swansea Castle refer to the New Castle, at the top of Wind Street, rather than the earlier Norman motte and bailey structure slightly further to the north.
Gibbet Hill, Cragh's body is carried north-eastwards down Gallows Road to where it joins the Upper High Street. From there he is carried to the Chapel of St John on the Upper High Street, but as the chapel is closed, his body is laid in the house of the burgess Thomas Mathews, nearby. Here Cragh recovers, eventually going to the castle to speak to Lord William and Lady Mary de Briouze. He then joins them on pilgrimage to Thomas Cantilupe's shrine at Hereford Cathedral, and promises to go to the Holy Land, but appears to remain in the Swansea area.
Thomas Marshall
The priest Thomas Marshall is nearby when he sees Cragh (and the other condemned man, Trahaearn ap Hywel) being led out of the dungeons of Swansea Castle. He then leaves the castle bailey through the northern gate, and walks westwards along West Gate Street, following the execution procession. He watches the hanging from the West Gate. Later that day, he goes to the house of Thomas Mathews to see William's body, probably walking back along West Gate Street, and northwards up the High Street and Upper High Street.
John of Baggeham
John of Baggeham, the steward of Lord William de Briouze senior, leads Cragh from the dungeons of Swansea Castle, northwards out of the castle bailey, along West Gate Street and out of the town's West Gate. From there he probably takes the path along the Washing Lake Brook, joining Gallows Road and then making the steep climb up Gibbet Hill. He returns to the castle (probably re-tracing his steps) to report to Lady Mary that Cragh is dead, and is then sent back up to the gallows to ensure that the body is taken down. He then returns to the castle and is given a length of string by Lady Mary, with which to measure Cragh's body. He goes northwards, out of the castle bailey, up the High Street and Upper High Street to the house of Thomas Mathews, where he measures Cragh's body and sees his foot move. He reports back to the castle and then returns to the house of Thomas Mathews, claiming to accompany Lady Mary and her daughter. He returns to Swansea Castle where he spends the night. The next morning, Baggeham returns to the house of Thomas Mathews, where Cragh is recovering and he goes there again several times over the following days.
Henry Skinner
Henry Skinner is a reasonably wealthy local man (probably associated with Swansea's important leather trade). 9 He describes only what he witnesses when standing at the foot of the scaffold on the top of Gibbet Hill.
Adam of Loughor
Aged around 14 at the time of the hanging, Adam describes how he watches the hanging of Cragh from the town walls. His location was probably on the walls above or near to the West Gate. He then goes to Thomas Mathews' house, most likely along West Gate Street and up the High Street and Upper High Street. 
John ap Hywel
Spaces, practices, thresholds
The reconstructed routes of the nine Swansea witnesses give insights into different spaces within and around the medieval town, and the 'meaning-making activities' associated with them. 12 As Barbara Hanawalt and Michal Kobialka observe: 'Not only did people create uses for space, but having done so, that space could influence the behavior of those who occupied it, defining space tended to prescribe the behavior within it.' 13 The distinctive meanings and practices associated with particular spaces in medieval Swansea are perhaps most particularly evident in William Cragh's own itinerary, as he is led from dungeon to gallows, the Chapel of St John and house of Thomas Mathews, and finally back to Swansea Castle. Yet Cragh's witness statement also reminds us that the meaning of a place is always contingent, constituted by the activities performed within it and (particularly in the case of these recorded depositions) by the range of ways in which both the place and these spatially located practices could be articulated and represented. In the written version of Cragh's itinerary, the meanings of key sites such as the dungeon and even the gibbet itself emerge as contested and susceptible to divergent interpretations.
In Swansea around the year 1300, the power of the Marcher lordship of Gower, at this time held by the Anglo-Norman de Briouze family, was inscribed emphatically and legibly in the landscape. Swansea Castle itself was one of the most visible material assertions of the lord's power and authority, but the power of the lord of Gower was also staged in the highly visible setting of the gibbet, his instrument of punishment and revenge, on a high hill close to the town. Identifying the site of the gallows was an important goal of the City Witness research, and a range of evidence locates it on today's North Hill to the north-west of the town. John of Baggeham tells the papal commissioners that the gibbet 'was at a certain high place about a quarter of one Roman mile distant' from the castle, 14 and Adam of Loughor is among the witnesses who estimate the distance of the gallows from the town, suggesting that it stood 'in 10 See discussion below. 11 The manuscript here in fact reads 'propinqua ecclesie sancte Marie predicte' ('neighbouring the aforesaid Church of St Mary'), but this is almost certainly a scribal error. 
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his estimate about two crossbow shots' ('ad duos tractus baliste ut estimat') from his vantage point on the town walls, probably near the West Gate. 15 The steep promontory known today as North Hill fits these descriptions plausibly. Further confirmation is provided by the 1852 Board of Health plans of Swansea, in which modern-day 'North Hill Road' still carries the name 'Gibbet Hill Road'. 16 The distance does seem a little far for Adam of Loughor's estimate of 'two crossbow shots', and raises the possibility that his use of the term ballista denoted a more substantial weapon (perhaps more akin to a siege catapult). 17 The Dictionary of Medieval Latin from British Sources confirms that ballista most commonly refers to a handheld crossbow in early fourteenth-century Britain, 18 though of course there is the possibility that the continental notaries recording Adam's testimony used different terminology and that there was some confusion in the transcription here, or indeed that Adam was over-stating his personal capabilities with a weapon. In any case, the argument for modern-day North Hill as the site of Swansea's medieval gallows is compelling, its elevation above the town ensuring that the gibbet was visible, outlined against the skyline, from almost any location within the medieval urban area. This visual assertion of the authority of the Marcher lord was an inescapable sight across the town and surrounding landscape. Yet Cragh's testimony shows us that the meaning of even these most emphatic symbols and sites of the lord's power could be wrested in alternative directions.
William Cragh describes his night in the dungeon of Swansea Castle before the morning of his execution. The meaning of the dungeon, a space in which the power of Lord William de Briouze was enacted on the imprisoned and condemned men, and materialised in the strength of the castle walls and fortifications, might initially seem incontrovertible. Yet Cragh's narrative imbues the space with different associations and valences. He recounts the visitation he receives from the Virgin Mary, accompanied by a man whom he identifies as Thomas of Hereford. His description of Mary, 'covered in precious stones with a white head-dress on [her] head' 19 alludes to typical features of the depictions of Mary which were 'omnipresent in Welsh churches and chapels' at this time; 20 Mary's appearance holding a ladder for the prisoners to climb also gestures towards Marian iconographic traditions. 21 The narrative trope of the prisoner visited by a saint or holy figure in prison before his execution is common enough in medieval literature for Guy Geltner to refer to it as the topos of 'jail-breaking hagiography', again locating Cragh's experience within a recognisable system of genre and markers of meaning. 22 Cragh is also careful to state that there are 13 condemned men in the cell, of 23 Cragh's account of his experiences in the dungeon reconstitutes this space and its meaning according to the conventions of religious passion narrative and hagiography, as opposed to secular formulations of crime, justice and punishment. The relationship between the dungeon and power is disrupted and re-made: instead of signifying the power of the Marcher lord of Gower, the events which occur within the cell manifest the omnipotence of God and his saintly intercessors, subverting secular ambition.
Cragh's ability, retrospectively, to re-shape the meaning of this acutely significant space within medieval Swansea was of course invited and facilitated by the papal inquisition and its re-reading of the events of 1290 through the lens of hagiography rather than criminal justice and Marcher politics. Further details typical of passion narrative or hagiography recur throughout the witness statements, from reports of Cragh's vision while on the gallows, to Lady Mary's assertion that his body was carried down from the hill 'on a certain wooden wheel … the head hanging down from one part, and the feet from another, and the middle of him as it were lying across the said wood'. 24 Mary is also at pains to describe the suffering and injury which this wheel would have caused, had Cragh still been alive:
And this manner in which he was carried to the said chapel on the said wooden wheel was so painful, that any healthy person who was carried from the said gallows to the said chapel as the said William was carried (it was generally said) would be almost dead. 25 None of the other witnesses can corroborate the claim made by Mary (who was in her chamber in the castle and saw nothing directly herself) that Cragh was carried on this wheel. 26 Again, Mary's story seems to owe more to the familiar tropes of the passio tradition, and especially, of course, elements associated with St Katherine of Alexandria, tortured and killed on a wheel, the subject of numerous church dedications and hagiographies in thirteenth-and fourteenth-century Britain, her cult having been promoted and popularised through traditions brought across the Channel from Normandy in the eleventh and twelfth centuries. 27 Once again, a key spatial practice and public performance involved in the hanging of William Cragh gathers a radical new meaning. Rather than the public display of the mutilated corpse of a criminal after his execution, the transportation of Cragh's body becomes, through Mary's presentation of the event, a spectacle of suffering, passio, and ultimate spiritual redemption, played out in the streets of Swansea.
Even the meaning of the gibbet itself, the widely visible tool of the Marcher lord's authority to punish, emerges as unstable and malleable. William of Codineston, the de Briouze chaplain, describes the contrition of Cragh as he is led to his place of execution: … who was showing he had great contrition and sorrow for his sins and was asking the people to beseech God for him, and forgive him the harm which he had inflicted upon them, just as the same witness said he saw before, and heard with his own ears, when William was saying the aforesaid, and was showing the said signs of penitence and contrition with weeping and tears … 28 In Codineston's account, Cragh's performative behaviour of crying and displaying recognisable, conventional signs ('signa') of remorse reconstitutes the meaning of events. Notably, Codineston locates Cragh's display of weeping within the walled area of Swansea, just inside the West Gate, before he leaves the town to walk to the gallows. In this busy part of the town, on West Gate Street and close to the junction with Goat Street, Cragh's behaviour is highly visible and performatively appropriate as a public display of penitence for his crimes against the people of the town. Cragh's tears evoke a long-established equation in late antique and medieval culture between weeping, penitence and spiritual transformation. 29 The spectacle of Cragh's weeping transforms the meaning of the execution procession, and changes the signification of the gallows from a site of rightful secular punishment to a place of spiritual revelation and redemption.
Both alive and (apparently) dead, the journey of Cragh's body calls attention to the established -but also contestable -meanings of particular spaces within the medieval landscape, and to the presence of the multiple boundaries and thresholds which score through the urban environment. Whether visible and material or invisible and 'virtual', these boundaries reflect the intersection and competition of 'criss-crossing jurisdictions' within the medieval town, 30 and the multi-layered, often contrasting ways in which space could be configured and imagined by members of different cultural and ethnic communities. These overlaid geographies are immediately evident in the ways in which Lady Mary de Briouze, in response to questioning from the papal commissioners, describes the location of Swansea. The town is: England and Wales intermingled and merged'. 32 As Lady Mary's description of the geographical context of Swansea suggests, our understanding of urban culture in medieval Wales must extend beyond the simplistic binary of Welsh and Anglo-Norman (or indeed urban and rural), instead taking into account the wide variety of communities and identities shaped by ethnicity, social and economic position, gender and religious status. 33 Ralph Griffiths' view of the inhabitants of Welsh towns 'living in harmony in normal circumstances' reminds us that these diverse urban communities usually functioned effectively, and that the medieval town was more than merely a site of perpetual ethnic and political conflict. 34 Yet a close analysis of the itineraries of the nine Swansea witnesses reveals that beneath the overt 'harmony' of the medieval Welsh town there is evidence of subtle and complex social division and spatial regulation, as well as practices which constituted multiple urban communities within the same geographical area.
After being taken down from the gallows, Cragh's lifeless body is taken (perhaps on a wooden wheel) to the Chapel of St John (also referred to in medieval sources as St John iuxta Swansea). Not all the witnesses mention the chapel, yet those who do so evidently recognise its significance in the narrative. While the chapel is locked, and Cragh's body cannot be laid inside as his friends hoped, it is clearly worthy of note that they try to carry him there. The Chapel of St John had a particular association with Swansea's Welsh community in the Middle Ages, and a history which may well have reached back before Norman colonisation. The chapel is known as 'Eglwys Ieuan' in Welsh: eglwys is recognised as a good indicator of early ecclesiastical sites. 35 Edith Evans comments that 'there are good reasons why this cannot be the case' for the Chapel of St John, as it is known to have been founded by the Knights Hospitaller in the mid-twelfth century. 36 Yet it is of course possible that this was a re-foundation on an earlier ecclesiastical site. Archaeological and mapping work has identified a large elliptical enclosure at the northern end of the medieval town, within which the medieval Chapel of St John was sited. Early elliptical enclosures have been identified across the Gower landscape, where Jonathan Kissock suggests they may represent early 'agricultural estates, perhaps associated with the church or even preserving earlier Roman land holdings'. 37 The enclosure around St John's could also be suggestive of an early Celtic monastic site, inside a curvilinear wall or ditch, typically located in 'lower-lying ground or lower valley slopes' in a 'coastal situation' (but not immediately on the coast itself). 38 The site could be identified, then, as a pre-Norman settlement nucleus, predating the colonial Marcher town. In 1290, the Chapel of St John was outside the town walls of Swansea, on the Upper High Street where it led north through a growing suburb towards the Carmarthen road. This extra-mural location would itself have been a significant factor for those carrying Cragh's body: while the agents of Lord William de Briouze would undoubtedly have been keen to avoid taking the body back through Swansea's central streets (and perhaps creating a dangerous disturbance), 39 Cragh's Welsh family and friends may have also preferred a resting place outside the greater regulation and scrutiny of the walled Anglo-Norman town. The association between the chapel and the Knights Hospitaller may also not have been unimportant for Cragh and his companions: the order had another foundation at Llanrhidian in Gower, the parish from which Cragh came. 40 The complex history, associations and likely mythology of the Chapel of St John for inhabitants of medieval Swansea and Gower remind us of the ways in which places gather meanings over time and shape the spatial practices of those who inhabit them. The archaeological, historical and topographical evidence here helps to explain the decision to bring Cragh's body to this particular location, reflecting collective memories, spatial practices and traditions distinctive to the Welsh community in medieval Swansea. These kinds of nuances and associations can be elided by the initial appearance of a medieval town such as Swansea, with its single parish church of St Mary's. Llinos Smith comments that 'the majority of Welsh urban centres were single-parish communities, a true corpus Christianum where church and urban community were conjoined.' 41 Yet the attitudes of the medieval Swansea witnesses to the Chapel of St John, together with what we can recover of its history and significance to the local community, suggest that this image of a united urban body sharing a single place of worship and religious identification may be simplistic. In Swansea, the Church of St Mary, a twelfth-century foundation, seems to have been associated much more strongly with the Anglo-Norman town and its Marcher lords. Finding the chapel locked, 42 Cragh's body is taken to the nearby house of the burgess Thomas Mathews, also in the extra-mural area of Swansea on the Upper High Street. This location and the events which take place there are discussed in the final section of this paper.
The town walls of Swansea were an obvious, material marker of a key boundary and threshold in the urban landscape. Even with the extra-mural development to the north, and the lack of walls to the south and east (where the topography forms natural defences), the walls fulfilled a symbolic function, asserting that the town and those within it were subject to particular control, regulation and, in some cases, privileges. 43 But many borders and divisions within the medieval town were much less immediately visible, although, as Carol Symes reminds us, individuals 'would have been acutely aware that a network of virtual boundaries was being crossed and re-crossed. Sometimes these were invisible to certain people but obvious to others.' 44 In medieval Swansea, these invisible or 'virtual' social and cultural boundaries, maintained by socially constructed and accepted normative behaviours as well as by explicit regulation, were in 39 John of Baggeham, steward of William de Briouze, mentions in his testimony that the execution procession included 10 armed horsemen in case of trouble (f. 223v). 40 See Helen Nicholson, The Knights Hospitaller (Woodbridge: Boydell Press, 2001), 104. For Cragh's reference to Llanrhidian, see his deposition, f. 220r. 41 Smith, 'In Search of an Urban Identity', 30. 42 Even this apparently minor detail may be suggestive of the anxiety of the Knights Hospitaller about becoming embroiled in the events surrounding Cragh's hanging, and wider tensions in the wake of the Rhys ap Maredudd rebellion. Alternatively, within the spiritual framework of the miracle narrative, that the chapel was closed may retrospectively suggest that it was not yet 'ready' to receive Cragh, until his healing by St Thomas. The lack of any given reason for why the chapel was locked perhaps implies that space has been deliberately left for a range of more spiritually weighted explanations. 43 See Richard Suggett, 'The Townscape, 1400-1600', in Urban Culture, ed. Fulton, 51-94 (55) . 44 
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C.A.M. Clarke many ways stronger and more compelling than material barriers. Once again, the picture presented by the nine medieval witness statements complicates any simplistic configuration of spatial practices and enfranchisement purely as a reflex of 'ethnic duality'. 45 The de Briouze family chaplain, William of Codineston, for example, explains that he was unwilling to go with Cragh and the execution procession to Gibbet Hill because of his status as a priest:
… but the said witness was not present in person, as he said, when the said speech was made, because of his priestly office he did not wish to accompany the said criminals when they were led to be hanged outside of the town of Swansea. 46 It seems likely from Codineston's comments here that he did not want to associate himself with the 'shameful' death of a criminal:
47 he seems to have regarded the West Gate of Swansea as the point beyond which he should not pass, with his testimony noting specifically that the hanging was to take place 'extra villam'. Yet here, the barrier constraining Codineston is virtual and social rather than material: it is social pressure and expectation which determine his spatial practice and self-regulation, though his very narrow definition of his priestly office may also imply a particular personal concern with negotiating loyalties divided between his duty of pastoral care and his obligations to his lord.
The material boundaries visible within the urban landscape of Swansea were in fact all porous and permeable, their power maintained more by social conventions and normative spatial practices rather than any physical barrier. Yet these material boundaries did create distinctive spaces and zones within and around the town, each with their own recognisable character and with perceptible thresholds and crossing-points between. The walls divided Swansea from its extra-mural settlement on the Upper High Street, apparently understood by the Welsh community (as the witness statements show) as an area with a more complex, ambiguous relationship to the enclosed Anglo-Norman town. Water provided natural boundaries around much of the town, from the busy port on the River Tawe to the east, to the boggy ground around the Cadle, Town Ditch and Nant Press to the south and west. But even here, to the west of the town, the location of the 'Washing Pool', where townspeople would likely have come to do their laundry, suggests a focal point for social congregation -a kind of urban centre, at least for certain groups, such as women -outside the walls. At this western edge of Swansea, communities from the town and Gower would have come into constant contact, again undermining the rigid town-country antithesis familiar from medieval Welsh literature. 48 Within the walled town, the inner castle bailey, with its own enclosure, would have had a distinct character, in terms of the more tightly controlled constituency of the population allowed inside, and its encircling walls, which would have limited sight-lines, affected the presence of sun and shade, and even created a particular soundscape, muting the noise of the town -such as the busy market at the top of Wind Street -beyond. 49 But the bailey was 45 certainly not a sealed, hermetic space inhabited only by Swansea's noble family and those in their service: already by 1300 it is possible that part of the bailey had been divided into burgess plots for rental. 50 The itinerary of John ap Hywel, the lowly Welsh labourer who gives his testimony on the events surrounding the hanging of William Cragh, suggests again the interplay between material and virtual boundaries, as well as the intersection of norms and pressures relating to ethnicity, gender and social class, within the medieval town. John tells us that he watches the hanging from an open area near the Church of St Mary. The deposition records: 'The witness himself was with 100 people (in his estimate) in the square (platea) in the town of Swansea near the church of St Mary.' 51 Platea would suggest an open square or wide street, but probably not a churchyard, which would likely have been denoted more explicitly. 52 Michael Richter assumes that this location was within the town walls of Swansea ('innerhalb der Stadtmauer'), 53 but John ap Hywel does not state this explicitly, and it is difficult to identify an appropriate location in this area, which could have accommodated 100 spectators, other than the churchyard of St Mary's. A location immediately inside the Wassail Gate or adjacent to St Mary's Church would also have had its sight-lines significantly limited by the proximity of the town walls, making John's ability to witness the hanging directly, as he claims, more doubtful. Instead, it is possible that John, and the rest of the crowd, watched the hanging from the triangular or funnel-shaped area just outside the Wassail Gate, where they would have had a clear view up along the western edge of the town towards Gibbet Hill. It is possible, in fact, that this area may have been a secondary marketplace for the medieval town, supplementing the main Anglo-Norman market adjacent to the castle at the top of Wind Street, with its location just outside the walls suggesting that it may have primarily served the local Welsh community. Triangular or funnel-shaped forms have been identified as characteristic of earlier medieval marketplaces, before the introduction of planned market squares in the later Middle Ages. 54 These forms are particularly associated with monastic towns, where they are found outside abbey walls and gateways. 55 A similar spatial configuration could well have led to the organic development of a marketplace outside Wassail Gate in medieval Swansea: an obvious place for commercial activity, at a busy thoroughfare and landmark, just outside the formal controls of the town itself. On the road west, leading to the Gower, the site would have been particularly convenient and attractive for the local Welsh community, and gathering or trading here may have been as much a positive choice as the result of any exclusion or disenfranchisement in Swansea's main urban market. When John ap Hywel leaves the platea to view the body of Cragh in the house of Thomas Mathews, he crosses a visible thresholdpassing through the Wassail Gate and the town walls -but also moves from an area probably associated with Welsh traditions and customs into the more predominantly Anglo-Norman town, and then on into the extra-mural area beyond.
Spatial regulation and constraints -or preferred practices shaped through a range of social traditions and pressures -clearly cannot be understood in terms of a simple ethnic binary. The example of William of Codineston has already shown how the status of religious orders affected an individual's spatial practices, and it is striking that the depositions given by the two highest-born witnesses -Lady Mary and Lord William de Briouze junior -show that they were also subject to regulation and the limitation of their movement within the town. Mary's movements are constrained by social norms relating to gender as well as her noble status; 56 William, son of the lord of Gower at the time of Cragh's hanging, is restricted in terms of his status and probably his vulnerability due to his unpopularity with the local community.
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While Mary remains in her chamber during the hanging, however, William watches it from the elevated position of the first-floor hall of Swansea Castle, accompanied by members of his household and guests. 58 Despite his lack of physical presence in the town, he and his father command a panoptical view of events within it. 59 In contrast to those whose movements and spatial practices are limited, some witnesses traverse the urban landscape with much more apparent freedom. Most notably, John of Baggeham, the steward of Lord William de Briouze senior, is able to move widely and easily within and beyond the town of Swansea.
Although addressing a more traditional manorial context in England, the thirteenth-century Latin treatise Fleta may have still reflected the ideal of a steward at the end of the century, albeit modified in practice by the power structures and realities of a Marcher context.
Let the lord then provide himself with a discreet and faithful steward, a man wise, prudent and wellmannered, humble and modest, peace-loving and temperate, who is versed in the laws and the customs of the county and the duties of his office, one who is eager to protect his lord's rights in all things … between the gibbet and the castle, and the castle and the house of Thomas Mathews, reporting to his lord and lady and taking charge of events at the gallows and in the town. Even on horseback, the itinerary Baggeham presents on the day of the hanging seems doubtful: the boggy ground along the Nant Press, the steep climb up Gibbet Hill and the busy-ness of the town would have made this slow and difficult. Yet Baggeham's reported itinerary is an effective display of his power and importance as an agent of the Marcher lord, as he moves constantly between the town's centre of power and authority (as he presents it) and peripheries such as the gallows and suburb. The temptation for Baggeham to exaggerate the frequency of his journeys between the castle and elsewhere is understandable. As he knows, these hurried, busy journeys through the town are legible by others as a mark of his importance and seniority as the lord's right-hand man. And it is also possible that, after the curtailment of the powers of William de Briouze junior and his household over the burgesses in the 1306 Swansea charter, Baggeham (giving his deposition in 1307) is nostalgically evoking a recent past in which he enjoyed greater status in the town. 61 Baggeham self-consciously presents himself as the proxy of William de Briouze senior, carrying his authority and enacting his wishes beyond the restricted space of the castle from where he watches the hanging. 62 Interestingly, Lord William is not the only figure to make use of a proxy to extend his range of spatial movement and his sphere of agency. The use of proxies and agents is one strategy in a range of intersecting spatial and performative practices investigated in the final section of this paper.
In the house of Thomas Mathews
After the hanging, William Cragh's body is taken to the house of Thomas Mathews, where he eventually recovers. The witness statements tell us nothing about Mathews, other than referring to him as a burgess of the town. It is difficult to speculate as to his ethnicity: he may well have come from a Welsh background, as by the late thirteenth century many Welshmen were established as burgesses in towns, 63 but it is hard to extrapolate ethnic origin from personal nomenclature. 64 A minister's account for Swansea in 1449 includes several references to a 'David Mathewe', a former receiver of taxes in the town, but despite recent work which suggests the continuity and stability of families in small medieval Welsh towns, 'Mathews' and its variants are common names and any possible link is highly tenuous. 65 It is in the house of Thomas Mathews that most of the nine Swansea witnesses, with their diverse ethnic and social backgrounds, converge. The presence of so many of the witnesses, as well as their reference to the crowd of others in the house, remind us of the complex 'permeability' of the domestic space in the later medieval town. 66 Felicity Riddy has identified the emergence of a distinctive ideology of 'domesticity' in the fourteenth century, associated with the urban values of the burgeiserie, in which the home could function as a setting for social engagements, commerce and public display as well as a space for more private activities. 67 Strikingly, the burgess dwelling of Thomas Mathews parallels Swansea Castle itself as a space of Weltanschauung, in which identities and relationships are displayed and performed before witnesses and actions are freighted with particularly acute meaning. 68 Mary de Briouze tells us that she was not present at the house of Thomas Mathews in person. Yet she, like her husband, uses proxies effectively to ensure that she has a stake in the dramatic events unfolding there. Mary sends a maidservant (domicella) whom she names as Sunehild, to the house of Thomas Mathews to measure Cragh to St Thomas, a popular devotional practice in which a candle the size of the man's body would be made as an offering to the saint. 69 Mary then explains that she had subsequently 'arranged for broth to be prepared [for the recovering Cragh] for several days in her home in the aforesaid castle' which is taken to Thomas Mathews' house by another maid. 70 Thomas Marshall, the priest, seems to corroborate this in his account of his own visit to Thomas Mathews' house:
… yet before he left, he said he saw one silver bowl with a silver spoon in the hands of Matilda de la Chapel (a chambermaid of the lady of the castle) in the same house, but he did not say that anything administered to the said William was swallowed …
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John of Baggeham also reports that Mary 'arranged care for him and had prepared a broth of almonds'. 72 Both the measuring and feeding of Cragh can be seen as appropriate acts for a woman of Mary's status: almsgiving and acts of charity are conventionally associated with noblewomen in the period. 73 We can understand the feeding of Cragh as a ritualised performance of Mary's piety and the suspension or rejection of secular politics while she fulfils her Christian obligations to care for the vulnerable and weak in the community. Yet there is another way of reading Mary's feeding of Cragh (via her maidservant) in the house of Thomas Mathews. Feeding -and particularly public feeding and public acceptance or ingestion of food -had a range of powerful political associations and uses in the Middle Ages. The sociologist Claude Fischler has explored connections between eating, social inclusion and identity, noting that we 'become what we eat'. 74 More recently, Jeffrey Jerome Cohen and Robert Barrett have both examined textual examples from medieval Britain in which ingesting food offered by the colonial power (England or the Anglo-Normans) is presented as a kind of bodily colonisation and incorporation in which (in the cases they analyse) Irish and Welsh individuals are 'forcibly anglicised'. 75 The feeding of Cragh here carries a similar kind of political valency, as the witnesses in the house of Thomas Mathews watch the Welsh rebel William Cragh being fed, by proxy, from the de Briouzes' silver spoon, publicly incorporated into the charge of the ruling Marcher family as he ingests their food. The wording of Mary's testimony makes a direct and arresting connection between the two domestic spaces here: the text refers explicitly to her own home within the castle ('domo ipsius … in castro') where she had the broth prepared, drawing the two spheres into contiguity and, effectively, extending the reach of the castle (and Mary, restricted to her chambers) into the urban environment of the town. 76 But there may be another reason for the emphasis in Mary's deposition.
John of Baggeham sees and reports these events in the house of Thomas Mathews. However, unlike the other witnesses, he claims that Lady Mary herself was there, accompanied by 'soldiers and handmaidens and other members of her husband's household and his men'. 77 As we have already seen, John's testimony may not always be reliable: here again he seems to claim particular importance for himself, insisting (unlike the other witnesses) that he did the measuring of Cragh's body (folio 224v). John's error, or inaccurate assertion, presents some interesting questions. His claim that Mary was in the house of Thomas Mathews certainly emphasises the importance of events in which he was a key actor, though it may have been something of a breach of decorum for her to be present (even with the retinue from the castle). Notably, just before this point in his testimony, John has recalled criticising Mary's interest in Cragh and her involvement in the case. 78 Perhaps the careful explanation in Mary's deposition that she had the broth prepared inside the double enclosure of the castle and her home ('domo ipsius … in castro') is a deliberate emphasis of her propriety. It is possible also that, whether deliberately or not, John conflates a proxy (Lady Mary's maidservant) with her mistress, perhaps giving an insight into his estimation of his own status as Lord William's steward and senior agent. There is, potentially, a hint here that for medieval observers there could be some conceptual slippage between proxy and master, particularly in the mind of someone like John, who is so finely attuned to the ways in which agents stood for others and carried out their actions. Work on the medieval period has examined the function of formal proxies (and the specialised use of related terminology) in legal and commercial contexts. 79 But examples from the Swansea witness testimonies, such as Lord William's use of John and Lady Mary's use of her maidservant, suggest that, in a looser sense, the idea of the proxy may be helpful for thinking about medieval identities and spatial practices. The role of the proxy enabled individuals to enlarge their sphere of agency, negotiate spatial constraints or regulation, and extend the forms of action available to them within and across communities. Such a model further complicates notions of medieval selfhood, not only reminding us that it was socially constituted, but suggesting that it may have been conceived as extensible, or transferable, beyond a single physical body.
Conclusion
The rich detail of the nine witness statements from medieval Swansea, read in conjunction with careful analysis of the historic landscape of the town and its environs, has the potential to extend and nuance our understanding of medieval spatial and social practices in a range of ways. As this paper has shown, this rare opportunity to investigate the routes and itineraries of figures from diverse ethnic and social backgrounds, moving within the same geographical space, reveals ways in which the urban environment was negotiated and understood differently by individuals and groups. While reminding us of the existence of complex layers of social and cultural geography, visible and invisible boundaries and constraints within the landscape, the witness statements also show the skill and sophistication of medieval actors in re-shaping and manipulating the meanings of spaces within the urban setting, as well as in employing strategies to circumvent spatial regulations and limits. In the William Cragh witness statements, we see clearly that medieval selfhood and the medieval city were mutually constitutive, contingent and subject to continual re-making.
